Myers Briggs Personality Type
ISTJ’s
I am in about 6% of the population
My Personality
They are realistic, dependable and practical people. They like to be organised, structured, like to be systematic, hard working and good with
rules and precedents. Pillars of strength at home and like to resolve things logically. They are no nonsense types. Strong sense of doing their
duty and care by taking responsibility for things and people. May go to generous lengths to help people
Like to be decisive in practical things, quiet and serious nature, don’t like the limelight, like to be thorough, can be patient with work but not
necessarily with people. Clothes would be practical and lasting rather than fashionable.
Job Areas
Banking, accounting, uniformed services, administration, law, environmental services,
Words that might best describe me are
Responsible
Loyal
Organised
Famous ISTJ’s
Mr Woolworth, Mr Kellogg
“The rock”
Accounts clerk, warehouse worker, warden, printer operator, funeral director, driving test examiner, court usher, pottery maker, lab assistant,
police officer, trading standards officer
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Popular ISTJ Careers
“take your time and do it right”
Business

Sales/service

Legal/technology

Education

Healthcare

Finance

Office manager
Insurance underwriter
Building controls
inspector
Surveyor
Statistician
Technical writer
Insurance claims
Stockroom supervisor
Warehouse manager

Police officer
Civil servant
Estate agent
Music instrument
maker
Ships captain
Military officer
Prison officer
Immigration officer
Pilot
Mailroom clerk
Meter reader

Electrician
Engineer
Geologist
Court reporter
Airline mechanic
Machine operator
Agricultural scientist
Hardware engineer
Court clerk
Electronics technician
Law researcher
Construction all types
Gemologist
Solicitor
Legal assistant
Quantity surveyor

School principal
Librarian
Archivst
administrator

Vet
Surgeon
Dentist
Pharmacist
Lab technician
Public health
officer
Medical
records officer

Stockbroker
Accountant
Tax inspector
Finance officer
Insurance
claims advisor
Payroll clerk

Recorder – dependable, thorough, dutiful
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Myers Briggs Personality Type
ISFJ
I am in about 6% of the population
My Personality
Often quiet, reserved, steady and dependable people. They like to serve and meet the needs of others, tend not to show their inner reactions
and express themselves as calm, caring types.
Like to minister to needs, super dependable people, don’t like change in roles so like stability in work, like to follow established rules and
practices in a job, like to help the down trodden and can cope with these situations better than most types.
Job Areas
Administration, public sector, health, library/information, finance
Words that might best describe me are
Considerate, thorough, quiet
Famous ISFJ’s
Marge Simpson
“The supporter”
Health care assistant, customer service rep, nurse, party organiser, call centre worker, library assistant, waiter/waitress, receptionist, florist,
postal worker, shop assistant, house keeper, paramedic
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Popular ISFJ careers
“on my honour to do my duty”
Healthcare
Doctor
Nurse
Vet
Radiologist
Healthcare assistant
Botanist
Occuaptional therapist
Care worker
Aneasthetist
Dietician
Medical librarian
Dental nurse
Dentist

Social
service/education
Preschool teacher
Social worker
Probabtion officer
Primary teacher
Religious worker
Fish and game
warden
Farmer
Horticulturist
Curator
Counsellor
Instrument repairer
Historian
Careers Advisor
Art librarian
SEN Teacher

Business/ Service

Creative/technical

other

Secretary
Personal
administrator
Computer operator
Retailer
Funeral director
Charity fundraiser
Travel agent
Wedding planner
Graphic designer

Interior decorator
Electrician
Bar manager
Artist
Musician
Estate agent
Jeweler
Airtraffic controller
chef
makeup artist
stage manager

Conservationist
Groundskeeper
Historian
Gardener
Forester
PE instructor
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Myers Briggs Personality Type

INFJ
I am in about 1% of the population
My Personality
Gentle and compassionate people, quite reserved characters, but when commited to an ideal can become persistant and rigid in their
demands of themselves and others.
Can be a hard person to get to know but can have a rich inner life. Like harmony and dislike personal criticism.
Strong emphatic qualities can be very aware of others emotions, can have strong imaginations leading towards creativity in music,
mathematical solutions, art, plays, poems and novels
Job Areas
Social work, caring work , counselling, advising
Words that might best describe me are
Organised
Insightful
integrity
Famous INFJ’s
Gandi – strong internal beliefs
“The writer”
Special needs teacher, library worker, youth worker, interpreter, nurse, writer, lawyer, trainer, help desk/call centre, teacher, researcher, train
guard, mediator
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Popular INFJ Careers
“Catalyst for positive change”
Counselling/Education

Creative

Healthcare

Business

Technology

Secondary Teacher
Special needs teacher
Primary teacher
Care worker
Drugs Advisor
Animal trainer
Museum curator
Counsellor
Minister
Child psychologist

Artist
Poet
Interior Designer
Media Planner
Documentary maker
Costume assistant
Merchandise designer
Exhibition designer
Book editor
Dancer
Choreographer
Fashion writer

Healthcare
administrator
Dietician
Massage therapist
Daycare worker
Speech and
language therapist
Director – Social
Services
Nutrionist
GP
Social worker

Environmental
lawyer
Literary agent
Curator
Interpretor
Charity worker
News editor
Solicitor

Project manager
Coach
Microbiologist
Marine sciences

Intuitive – mystic, poetic, warm, sincere, leader behind the scenes
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Myers Briggs Personality Type

ISTP
I am in about 6% of the population
My Personality
Often described as reserved and cautious. Like to be convinced on things based on facts and like to organised things and information rather
than people. Can be quiet and even shy, but can talk about their wealth of information on subjects. Like to know how things work and often
good at practical things
Mastery of tools from drill to jet, driving, steering, operating, don’t wish to prepare for anything, trusting, generous, like the glory, fighters
Job Areas
Agriculture, forestry, engineering, crafts
Words that might best describe me are
Independent, logical resourceful
Famous
Clint Eastwood
“The adapter”
Diver, farmer, archaeologist, weapons operator, buyer, pilot, plumber, forestry worker, mechanic, bailiff, computer technician
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Popular ISTP careers
“doing the best I can with what I have got”
Sales/service/action

Technology

Health care

Business

Hands on

Police
Pilot
Firefighter
Detective
Child support officer
Coach
Photographer
Pharmaceutical sales
Musician
Newspaper editor

Civil engineer
Electrical/mechanical
engineer
Sofware developer
Geologist
Product safety engineer
Marine biologist
Telecommunications
Technician
Agricultural engineer
Camera operator
Special effects technician
Package designer

A & E doctor/nurse
Medical technician
Radiologist
Optician
Dentist

Buyer
Banker
Economist
Accountant
Surveyor

Aircraft mechanic
Agricultural mechanic
Forester
Driver
Plumber
Cabinet maker
Model maker
Fashion designer
Construction industry
Silversmith
Taxidermist
Military officer
Landscape architect
Farmer
Diver
Coach
Computer repair technician
Rail engineer
Air traffic controller
Aircraft dispatcher

Performer – energetic, action, practical
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Myers Briggs Personality Type
ISFP
I am in about 6% of the population
My Personality
People with a great deal of warmth. But don’t tend to show it until they know someone well. They have a sensitivity for other and a love for life,
when they care they care deeply, and tend to show it by actions rather than words. They have no desire to lead and control and are not
competitive in nature. Can be creative types who excel in art, craftsmanship. Often open minded, flexible and adaptable. Kind and
sympathetic.Like to find practical means to express their ideals
Gifted composer, painter, dancers, express feelings and like to communicate through these means, kindest of all types, can be sensitive to the
sufferings of others can be seen as reserved and disinterested because express themselves through different mediums.
Job Areas
Hospitality, retail, caring work, work with animals, farming and horticulture, artistic jobs
Words that might best describe me are
Compassionate, practical, loyal
Famous ISFP’s
Steven Spielberg, Mozart
“The companion”
Jeweller, therapist, animal welfare worker, cleaner, painter and decorator, crafts person, beauty therapist, medical assistant, advice worker,
display dresser
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Popular ISFP Careers
“it’s the thought that counts”
Craft/Artisian

Healthcare

Science/technical

Sales/Service

Business

Fasion designer
Jeweler
Chef
Artist
Tailor
Instruement maker
Potter
Dancer
Painter
Gardener
Designer interior
Cartoonist/animator
Actor
Hairdresser
Model maker
sculptor

Dental nurse
district nurse
healthcare assistant
pediatrican
vet
surgeon
art therapist
optician
dietician/nutrionist
vet nurse
speech therapist
GP
chiropracter

Surveyor
Forester
Botanist
Geologist
Tv camera operator
Archeologist
Electrican
Mechanic
Photographer
Vet
Zoologist

Police officer
Probation officer
Beautician
Waiter, waitress
Travel sales
Counsellor
Animal trainer
Pilot
Farmer
Firefighter
Florist
Coach
Translator
Fish and game
warden
SEN teacher

Administrator
Legal executive
Insurance loss
adjuster
Legal secretary
Book keeper
Theatre arts

Naturalist – free spirited, warm, independent, natural
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Myers Briggs Personality Type
INTJ
I am in about 1% of the population
My Personality
Innovators of the world who are very independent, always seeking improvements in things. They are the most theoretical of all types, who
learn through exploration and questioning, natural brain stormers
Strong self confident types very pragmatic – good with theories, like logic, drive to complete things therefore good at research posts, work long
and hard at something, very singleminded,
Jobs in engineering, physical sciences, application of technology to complex areas are of interest.
Job Areas
Job in engineering, physical sciences, application of technology to complex areas are of interest.
Words that might best describe me are
Independent, achiever, driven
Famous INTJ’s
Lisa Simpson
“The individualist”
Roadie, computer technician, technical trades, software designer, builder, vet assistant, sign writer, armed services, landscape gardner,
architectural technician, lighting engineer,
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Popular INTJ Careers
“competence + independence = perfection”
Business/Finance

Technology

Education

Financial advisor
Estate agent
Accoutant
Banker
Management consultant
Insurance underwriter

Scientist
Network manager
Electronic engineer/
technician
Computer
programmer
Biomedical
engineer
Software engineer
Web developer
Design engineer
Geophysicist
Aeronautical
engineer
biochemist
plastics engineer

Mathematician
Archivst
Curator
Teacher,
university,
computer
science
Astronomer
Botanist

Healthcare/Med Professional
icine
Solitictor
Surgeon
Manager
Microbiologist
Judge
Psychologist
Engineer
Biomedical
Aerospace
reseacher
engineer
Coroner
Environmental
Pathologist
scientist
Pilot
Forensic scientist
Traffic manager

Original thinker – curious, rational, analytical
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Creative
Writer
Artist
Inventor
Graphic
designer
Architect
Editor
Exhibition
designer

Myers Briggs Personality Type
INFP
I am in about 1% of the population
My Personality
People who are easy going flexible, wanting to fit in with those around them. They seek fulfilment through serving and helping other people.
Often complex to understand and constantly looking for self knowledge and identity. Although they can be easy going, they can have an
impulsive interior and may find it difficult to relax and enjoy themselves.
Calm pleasant face to the world, can express a cool reserve, strong sense of honor
Job Areas
Teaching, architecture, journalism, research.
Words that might best describe me are
Sensitive, adaptable, Idealist
Famous INFP’s
Abraham Lincoln
“The idealist”
Care assistant, graphic artist, aromatherapist, actor, charity worker, religious worker, musician, designer, instructor, trade unionist,
conservation worker,
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Popular INFP Careers
“still waters run deep”
Creative

Education/Counselling Business

Healthcare

Technology

Writer
Artist
Journalist
Editor
Musician/therapist
Graphic designer
Composer
Interior Designer
Achitect
Actor
Art director
dancer

College Lecturer –
Humanities
Researcher
Clincial Psychologist
Counselor
Social Worker
Librarian
Translator
Social worker
Health educator
Primary school teacher
Minister
Probation officer

Physiotherapist
Occupational
therapist
Dietician
Public health
advisor
Massage
therapist
Speech
Therapist
Arts therapist
Hospital
admissions clerk

Customer manager
Project manager
Education software
developer

Social Scientist
Human
resources
manager
Trainer
Literary agent
Interpreter
Estate agent
Advertising
Employment
advisor
Charity worker

On a mission – idealistic, sacrifical, deeply caring, moral
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Myers Briggs Personality Type
INTP
I am in about 1% of the population
My Personality
They like to organise ideas and knowledge rather than people, intensely curious. Tend to have a small group of friends, although quiet and
reserved they can be talkative on a subject of interest. Often show the greatest precision in thought and language, like to be the architect to
things and systems, the mathematician, philosopher and scientist, make good teachers particularly for advanced students
Always want to be precise about things
Job Areas
Computing, software design, engineering, research, science, solving technical problems
Words that might best describe me are
Curious, theoretical, ingenious
Famous INTP’s
Charles Darwin
Albert Einstein
“The scientist ”
Forensic investigator, museum curator, lab technician, inventor, cycle repairer, plumber, researcher, shop fitter, writer, photographer, book
keeper, computer technician
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Popular INTP careers
“ingenious Problem solvers”
Computers/Technology Healthcare

Professional

Academic/science Creative

Software designer
Programmer
Network analyst
Business analyst
Computer animator
Highways engineer
Quality control engineer

Lawyer
Economist
Architect
Entertainment
agent
Detective
Tax fraud
investigator

Mathematician
Researcher
Archeologist
Interpreter
Astronomer
Botanist
Biologist
Chemist
Criminologist
Geophysicist
Food scientist
Geographer
Marine sciences
Soil scientist
Ornithologist

Plastic surgeon
Pharmacist
Biomedical
engineer
Optician
Medical
physicist

Philosopher – precise, accurate logcal
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Writer
Artist
Inventor
Graphic designer
Film Editor
Agent
Musician
Architect
Technical writer
reporter

Myers Briggs Personality Type
ESTJ
I am in about 10% of the population
My Personality
Born organisers and seek to structure and schedule the world around them. Logical, analytical. Good at taking on responsibility, tend to be
realistic. Dutiful and loyal to their organisations, communities and families, dependable and consistent.
Responsible persons like order and rule and things being done correctly, can be abrupt if people do not follow the rules correctly, punctual
people
Decisive, assertive, pragmatic
Job Areas
Law, emergency services, management, business, self employment
Words that might best describe me are
Decisive, assertive, responsible
Famous ESTJ’s
Mcdonald brothers
“The organiser”
Pub manager, database manager, warehouse worker, office manager, trading standards officer, transport manager, prison officer, sargeant,
taxi driver, security guard, building site manager
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Popular ESTJ Careers
“taking care of business”
Sales Service

Technology/physical

Management

Professional/admin

Airport manager
Insurance agent
Funeral director
Cook
Military officer
Teacher
Security guard
Government employee
Police, probation prison
service
Sports coach
Pilot
Hotel manager
Sound technician
Building control inspector
Sales agent
Ship captain

Engineer
Contractor
Farmer
Construction worker
Pharmacist
Database administrator
Clinical technician
Firefighter
Joiner
Construction worker any
job
Machine operator
Surveyor
Railway worker

Project manager
Office manager
Health service
administrator
Logistics manager
Bank manager
Property manager
Factory supervisor
Chief financial officer
Construction manager
Department store
manager

Dentist
Judge
Teacher
Electrical engineer
School principal
GP, doctor
Accountant
Legal assistant
Optician
soliticitor
pharmacist
banking any

Executive – efficient and effective
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Myers Briggs Personality Type
ESFJ
I am in about 13% of the population
My Personality
Concerned for the well being of people, sensitive to people’s needs. They are great nurturer’s at home, school, work. They are very loyal to
people and to causes. Can be soft and sentimental e.g. over anniversaries and birthdays.
Like to attend to needs of others at a gathering, like to take care in their own appearance, wear their hearts on sleeve – need to be
appreciated,
Job Areas
Like to work in service jobs - selling themselves rather than the product, good in teaching, supervision of people, coaching, tourism, hospitality,
public relations
Words that might best describe me are
Friendly organised
Famous ESFJ’s
‘Monica’ from Friends
“The sales person”
Police officer, financial advisor, nurse, hairdresser, social worker, priest, optician, housing advice worker, tour representative,
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Popular ESFJ Careers
“what can I do for you”
Healthcare

Education

Speech therapist
Nurse/midwife
Dentist
Medical secretary
Vet
Social worker
Fitness trainer
Chiropractor
Optician
Care worker
Hairdresser
Dietician
Massage therapist
pediatrician

Primary school
teacher
Special needs
teacher
School principal
Childcare nurse
Language teacher
Fashion teacher
Playgroup leader
PE teacher
School secretary
Teaching assistant

Social Service and
Counselling
Social worker
Minster
Community welfare
worker
Law clerk
Court reporter
Outdoor pursuits
instructor
Counselor
Creche worker
Funeral director
Child psychologist

Business

Sales/service/clerical

Sales rep
Office manager
Childcare centre
manager
Resturant, pub
owner
Insurance agent
Hotel manager
Estate agent
Human resource
manager
Customer service
manager
Club manager
Reservation clerk
Warehouse
supervisor
Legal secretary

Cabin crew
Hairdresser
Travel agent
Caterer
Marketing executive
Land agent
Typist
Secretary
Bookkeeper
accountant
Estate Agent
Photographer
Travel information
clerk

Super sales person - natural nuturer of others
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Myers Briggs Personality Type
ENFJ
I am in about 5% of the population
My Personality
Born cooperators, very tolerable of other people, seldom critical. Find it difficult to say no to people’s demands. They are good a reading
people and situations. Like jobs with people, socially adept, even tempered and tireless, like their social engagements organised,
Leaders and charismatic types – have ideals about their relationships.
Good recreational leaders
Job Areas
Journalism, law, teaching, Human resources
Words that might best describe me are
Friendly, reliable, cataylst
Famous ENFJ’s
Martin Luther King
Ronald Reagan
“The motivator”
Events organiser, interpreter, health visitor, production assistant, teacher, agent, steward, writer
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Popular ENFJ Careers
“public relations specialist”

Communication Counselling

Education

Healthcare

Business

Technology

Writer/journalist
Entertainer
Fund raiser
Recruiter
Tv producer
Editor
(magazine)
Graphic artist
Reporter
Politician
Actor
Literary agent

Social worker
Librarian
Music director
Political
scientist
Sociologist

Dietician
Occupational
Therapist
Chiropractor
Health
service
Administrator
Psychiatrist
Psychologist
Adult social
worker
Nursing
home
manager
Pediatrician

Sales trainer
Travel agent
Marketing
manager
Set designer
Hotel manager
Event planner
Cabin Crew
Hotel Manager
Wedding planner

Coach
Project Manager
Instructor/any
area

Clergy
Interpretor
Careers
advisor
Educational
psychologist
Counsellor
Personnel
manager
Probation
officer

People pleaser – enthusiasm and inspiration to people
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Myers Briggs Personality Type
ENTJ
I am in about 5% of the population
My Personality
ENTJ 5%
Like to have long term goals can be impatient with inefficiency and incompetence and can be tough in situations when needed. Must be a
reason for doing something, long term vision people with good communication skills. The “Commandant”
Driven to lead from early age, give structure and harness people towards distant goals, can visualise where an organisation is going, natural
organisational leaders.
Tireless in devotion to their jobs, jobs in military, business and education and government,
Job Areas
Managing people or resources in business or technical things, self employment,
Words that might best describe me are
Strategic independent decisive
Famous ENTJ’s
Bill Gates
Margaret Thatcher
“The leader”
Shift supervisor, Farm manager, engineer, probation officer, planner, floor manager,
Lab assistant, builder
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Popular ENTJ Careers
“everything’s fine I am in charge”
Business

Finance

Consultant
Training

Advertising account
executive
Senior manager
Office manager
Trainer
Marketing executive
Media planner/buyer
Sales manager
Health care
administrator
Logistics manager
Personnel manager
Newspaper editor

Economic analyst
Mortgage advisor
Political consultant
Stockbroker
Legal advisor
Investment Banker
Management trainer
Chief financial officer
Credit investigator
Financial advisor

Professional

Technology/science

Judge
Psychologist
Science teacher
Chemical engineer
Psychiatrist
Pilot
Barrister
Solicitor
Architect
Politician
Chartered surveyor
Headteacher
librarian

Network manager
Database manager
Meterologist
Physicist
Oceanographer
Psychologist
Statistician
Design engineer
Production engineer
Soil scientist

Top Dog – born leaders
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Myers Briggs Personality Type
ESTP
I am in about 13% of the population
My Personality
Like to be doing and are quite adaptable, realistic people. Often outgoing, flexible and fearless, will try any challenge once. Good initiators,
good at innovators, negotiators and entrepreneurs.
Action people, everything is a game, like a challenge, make outstanding entrepreneurs,
Negotiators, socially sophisticated, know all best restaurants and names of staff, witty. Like to work close to the edge of boundaries and can be
very pragmatic often they do not justifying their actions but move on to the next thing.
Job Areas
Solving practical problems, engineering, property, repair and servicing, oil and gas production
Words that might best describe me are
Adaptable, resourceful, energetic
Famous ESTPs
Bart Simpson
Winston Churchill
“The activator”
Chef, auctioneer, personal assistant, builder, window cleaner, fire fighter, detective, car sales, fitness instructor, removals, stock broker,
forensic investigator
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Popular ESTP careers
“let’s get busy”
Sales/service/action Finance

Entertainment

Trades/hands on

Business

Police officer
Firefighter
Prison officer
Fitness trainer
Flight instructor
Ship captain
Military officer/soldier
Pilot
Sports scientist
Sports professional
Customs officer

News reporter
Promoter
Tour guide
Travel agent
Dancer
Bar manager
Auctioneer
Entertainment
agent
Musician
Special affects
technician
Set designer
Tv camera operator
Actor, performer
Stage manager

Joiner
Farmer
Construction supervisor
Chef
Logistics manager
Civil engineer
Surveyor
Mechanical engineer
Forester
Landscape architect
Photographer
Property manager
Aircraft mechanic
Blacksmith
Outdoor pursuits
instructor
Airplane dispatcher
Marine biologist

Estate agent
Car sales
Retail sales
Wholesaler
Insurance claims
adjustor
Property developer
Entrepreneur

Financial advisor
Banker
Stockbrocker
Insurance agent
Auditor

Trouble shooter – resourceful, cool
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Myers Briggs Personality Type
ESFP
I am in about 13% of the population
My Personality
Warm open, realistic people with lots of optimism. Live for the moment. They have no tolerance for procedures, details and routines, every
moment is a satisfying experience, joy of living is contagious, and they seek the company of others where ever possible, don’t like being on
their own Their homes are filled with people,. They like active jobs, and working with people, often juggling many activities and like to be in the
limelight. Often very generous people,
The performer best describes this person – warm, smooth and witty,
Job Areas
Like jobs with people, like to be active, – very good in public relations, dislike learning lots unless it can be used – therefore avoid science
and engineering, lean towards business, selling, education, estate agency, primary teaching for its dramas, working with people in a crisis eg
social work and can be drawn to performing arts
Words that might best describe me are
Friendly fun-loving, pragmatic
Famous ESFP’s
Elvis
George Best
“The party Goer”
Cashier, cosmetics rep, youth worker, product demonstrator, lifeguard, childcare worker, sports coach, trainer, promoter, travel sales
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Popular ESFP Careers
“don’t worry be happy”
Education/Social
care
Teacher/art drama
Childcare work
PE teacher
Substance misuse
worker
Marine biologist
Special education
teacher
Care assistant
Teachng assistant

Healthcare

Entertainment/action Business/Sales

Social worker
Travel agent
Merchandiser/buyer
Dog trainer
Tour operator
Human resources
Nurse
Film producer
manager
Physiotherapist
Painter/illustrator
Sales
Massage therapist Performer
representative
Pharmacy
dance/comedy
Estate agent
technician
Costume assistant
Fund raiser
Vet
Pilot
Public relations
Occupational
Farmer
specialist
therapist
Carpenter
Union
Fitness trainer
Animator, cartoonist
representative
Art therapist
Actor
Estate manager
Podiatrist
Fire investigator
Speech therapist Sports coach
Healthclub
jockey
attendant
journalist
Dietician
politician
Dentist
Prosthetist
Life of the party – friendly practical , warm
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Service

Science

Cabin Crew
Interior
designer
Chef
Gamekeeper
Grounds
manager
Landscape
architect
Photographer
Silversmith
Graphic artist
Post person
Sales assistant
Travel agent

Zoologist
Marine biologist
Conservationist
Environmental
scientist
Geologist

Myers Briggs Personality Type
ENFP
I am in about 13% of the population
My Personality
Enthusiastic, imaginative and dynamic people, with strong interpersonal skills. Difficulties serve to act as stimulators for new problem solving.
World is full of possible schemes and can be absorbed into their latest thing offering no time for anything else,. Routine is bad news for these
find it hard to concentrate on small detail.
Everything in life has some significance – like to be authentic in things they do,
Keen observers of people and life, easy to get on with
Job Areas
Good people careers – sales, advertising, politics, performing arts, teaching, advice work
Words that might best describe me are
Imaginative, enthusiastic, friendly
Famous ENFP’s
Snoopy
Kevin Keegan
“The energiser”
Coaching, shop worker, counsellor, therapist, editor, entertainer, journalist, actor, tour guide, classroom assistant, caterer, sales person,
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Popular ENFP Careers
“Anything’s Possible”
Creative

Marketing

Education/Counselling Healthcare

Entrepreneur

Technology

Screenwriter
Journalist
Interior Decorator
Exhibtion designer
Reporter
Fashion designer
Director of regional
theatre
Desktop publisher
Musician
Documentary Film
maker
Educational
Software
developer
Animator
actor

PR consultant
Advertising
Account
Executuve
Research
assistant
Marketing
Consultant
Copywriter

Special education
teacher
Primary teacher
Careers Advisor
Education Psychologist
Social Scientist
Housing Director
Education Welfare
officer
Minister of religion
Drama coach

Inventor
Conference
planner
Advertising
manager
PR specialist
Restaurant Owner
Sales
representative
Human resources
manager
Employment
recruiter
Fund raiser
Travel agent
Film director

Customer
manager
Project
manager

Physiotherapist
Occupational
therapist
Dietician
Public health
advisor
Massage
therapist

Super sales person - natural leader
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Myers Briggs Personality Type
ENTP
I am in about 5% of the population
My Personality
Everything is converted into possibilities and plans and schemes, leading this type to start many projects, they like to tackle complex problems.
They like to do a variety of activities and become competent in all of them. They are likely to have a wide circle of friends.
Source of inspiration and can be enthusiastic about any interests, like to do things in new ways, ignore standards and traditions, like to bring
fresh new approach to things, like to be competitive even in conversation
Make good teachers
Job Areas
Jobs solving problems using creative skills with people around you, marketing, science, management, architecture, law, performing
Words that might best describe me are
Generous analytical autonomous
Famous ENTP’s
Walt Disney
Billy Connelly
“The Creator”
Artistic director, photographer, shop fitter, sign maker, broker, printer, stone mason, media executive, oil rig worker, marketing manager
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Popular ENTP careers
“life’s entrepreneur’s”
Business/Finance
Entrepreneur
Inventor
Photographer
Journalist
Actor
Restaurant owner
University president
Sales agent
Planner
Lawyer
Hotel manager
Recruiting agent
Fruad investigator

Marketing/creative Planning and
development
Producer
Graphic designer
Investment
Copywriter
broker
Reporter
Estate agent
Columnist
Financial advisor
Market researcher Urban planner
Public relations
Researcher –
specialist
any subject
Industrial designer
Drama coach

Science/politics Other
Social scientist
Politician
Geographer
Geologist
Criminologist
Materials
engineer
Environmental
scientist
Archeologist
Physicist

Inventor – ingenious innovative
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Chiropractor
Detective
Coach or scout
Diver

